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Abstract Occlusions often occur in face images in the wild, troubling face-related tasks such
as landmark detection, 3D reconstruction, and face recognition. It is beneficial to extract
face regions from unconstrained face images accurately. However, current face segmentation
datasets suffer from small data volumes, few occlusion types, low resolution, and imprecise
annotation, limiting the performance of data-driven-based algorithms. This paper proposes
a novel face occlusion dataset with manually labeled face occlusions from the CelebA-HQ
and the internet. The occlusion types cover sunglasses, spectacles, hands, masks, scarfs, mi-
crophones, etc. To the best of our knowledge, it is by far the largest and most comprehensive
face occlusion dataset. Combining it with the attribute mask in CelebAMask-HQ, we trained
a straightforward face segmentation model but obtained SOTA performance, convincingly
demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed dataset.
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1 Introduction

Human face extraction is a sub-domain of image segmentation, which aims to lo-
cate pure facial regions in face images, excluding backgrounds and occlusions (e.g.,
hair, hands, glasses, masks, and other facial accessories). It has a wide range of
applications in face-related tasks such as face alignment [11,34,32], face image de-
occlusion [2,18], 3D face reconstruction [4,20,31], and face recognition [35,23,5].
With the widespread use of deep learning, significant progress has been made in
image segmentation. Nevertheless, existing face extraction algorithms are still not
sufficiently accurate, especially on face images in the wild, where occlusions of ar-
bitrary shapes and textures can present. We argue that the main reason for this
problem is the lack of a high-quality occlusion-aware face segmentation dataset. The
dataset should satisfy the following characteristics: 1) large volume of data, 2) var-
ious occlusion types, 3) accurate annotation, 4) high resolution. Unfortunately, no
current dataset fulfills all four of these criteria.
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(a) CelebAMask-HQ

(b) Part Label

(c) HELEN

Figure 1. Problems of several existing datasets (cropped for better visualization).

CelebAMask-HQ [17] comes closest to meeting these requirements among the
many face segmentation datasets. It provides manually annotated masks over 30K
high-resolution face images in CelebA-HQ [13], covering 18 facial attributes. Nev-
ertheless, this dataset was designed for a GAN-based face image editing task, thus
ignoring the various occlusions on the face image (except for hair and glasses), e.g.,
it wrongly annotates occlusions such as hands as attributes that they obscure. Fur-
thermore, it classifies spectacles and sunglasses in the same category, which is unrea-
sonable as the transparent lenses should not be considered an occlusion. Figure 1a
illustrates the above problems. Despite the issues mentioned above, CelebAMask-
HQ can be a good starting point for our work, significantly reducing the difficulty
and effort of manual annotation. We examined 30K images in CelebA-HQ and
annotated all occlusions ignored by CelebAMask-HQ, including hands, spectacles,
microphones, scarfs, etc. As CelebA-HQ does not contain face images occluded by
masks, we additionally collected such images using Google. Further, we also leverage
numerous texture patches to replace the original textures of the occlusion, bringing
a greater texture variety.

This paper describes how we construct the occlusion dataset and apply it to
the face extraction task. And, we experimentally demonstrate the validity of the
proposed method. Our contributions are as follows:

– We propose a novel face occlusion dataset entitled FaceOcc, which is the largest
and most comprehensive in this domain to the best of our knowledge.

– The proposed dataset, combined with the annotation of CelebAMask-HQ, allows
generating a diverse range of augmented face masking data.

– A straightforward, lightweight face extraction model was trained on the pro-
posed database, achieving SOTA performance without fancy metrics or model
structures.
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Name Volume Quality Occ Aware Occ Diversity Data Aug
COFW 1007 – – – No

Part Labels 2927 Low Partially Low No
HELEN 2330 Low Partially Low No
ELFW 3754 Low Partially Low Yes

CelebAMask-HQ 30 000 High Partially High No
Ours 30 000+ High Yes High Yes

Table 1. Comparison of publicly available relevant datasets.

2 Related Work

Caltech Occluded Faces in the wild (COFW) [1] consists of 1007 heavily occluded
face images with facial landmarks. Although the dataset is designed for facial land-
mark detection under extreme conditions, given the large number of complex oc-
clusions it contains, it has also been used in much of the literature [11,6,22,23] for
training and testing face extraction tasks. The biggest problem with this dataset
is that its data volume is too small, with a training set of only 500 images, far
from enough to train a deep neural network. Therefore many methods rely on other
training data as a supplement, the most commonly used are Part Labels [12] and
HELEN [16,30].

Part Labels extends a subset of the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [10] dataset
by manually labeling each superpixel of the face images as hair, face, or background.
Its annotation quality is poor since the superpixels provided by LFW are too coarse
to capture the fine structure of the face and hair edges, as evidenced by Figure 1b.
Based on manually labeled facial landmarks and a hair matting algorithm [19], [30]
annotated segmentation masks for 2 330 face images in the HELEN dataset. How-
ever, as shown in Figure 1c, the negligence of face occlusions and the unreliable
hair matting algorithm resulted in coarse annotations similar to the Part Label.
Recently, an updated version of the Part Labels, called Extended Labeled face in
the wild (ELFW) [25], has been proposed. It added new data, refined the existing
segmentation maps, and synthesized large amounts of occluded face images. De-
spite its efforts in data volume, annotation quality, and diversity of occlusions, the
improvements in all aspects are marginal. All of the above datasets are only in
the order of thousands, which is still insufficient for data-driven approaches, and in
addition, they are not aware of certain occlusions such as glasses. Table 1 compares
different aspects of the publicly available datasets of interest, including data vol-
ume, annotation quality, occlusion awareness, occlusion diversity, and whether data
augmentation is applied.

Some methods also annotated their private face segmentation datasets (of un-
known quality) for training. [28] segmented 5094 images from the FaceWarehouse [3]
dataset using GrabCut [27] and manual inspection/correction. [23] proposed a
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video-based semi-supervised face segmentation tool and generated 9818 segmented
faces from 1275 videos in the IARPA Janus CS2 dataset [15]. Although they col-
lected more training data, the labeling relies on scarce face videos, resulting in their
dataset covering only 309 identities. We speculate that the dataset is of low diversity
due to the videos’ limited subjects and monotonous background region. [22] con-
structed a large face mask dataset with 598 266 images from CASIA-WebFaces [33],
MS-Celeb-1M [8], and VGG Faces [24]. Despite its large volume, the images are of
low resolution, and the face masks derived from the pre-trained model of [23] and
the fitted 3D face silhouette are problematic.

3 Proposed Method

As mentioned above, CelebAMask-HQ is a large, high-quality face segmentation
dataset with manually labeled facial attributes. Ideally, by integrating the attribute
masks corresponding to the skin, eyes, nose, lips, and mouth, we obtain the mask
of the whole face. However, the dataset ignores various face occlusions (except for
hair and glasses) and the difference between spectacles and sunglasses, making this
straightforward approach inaccurate. Consequently, we must label all of the occlu-
sions in the dataset by hand to get an accurate face mask. This section describes
how we construct the occlusion dataset and apply it to train our baseline model.

3.1 Dataset Construction

First, we aligned all face images in CelebA-HQ and resized them to a resolution of
256×256 via facial landmarks detected by [7]. This process ensures that the labeled
face occlusions are of appropriate size and position for subsequent data augmenta-
tion. We then inspected the whole dataset and selected images with unlabeled or
mislabeled occlusions. Next, we relabel those occlusions.

In many cases, the occlusion is not as evident and definitive as the hand or
sunglasses, and different annotators may have different standards of judgment. Here
list our annotation rules regarding several special occlusions:

– For spectacles with colorless lenses, only the reflections on the lenses (if present)
and the frames are considered occlusions.

– For tinted but transparent lenses, we determine them as skin if their color does
not differ much from the skin, and vice versa for occlusion, but the labeling will
bypass the eyes.

– The tiny, heavy shadows cast by the eyeglass frames on the face are also labeled.
– Makeups with a clear border with the skin are another source of occlusion.
– The tongue out of the mouth should be treated as occlusion.
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Figure 2. Results of annotation and data enhancement. The 1st row is original
images; The 2nd row is augmented images with faces masked in blue.

– All occlusions should be marked as a whole, not just the area above the face.

With the occlusion mask and the originally annotated attribute masks, we get
the face mask by simple truncated subtraction:

Mface = max(M̂face −Mocc, 0), (1)

where M̂face denotes the integration of initially labeled attribute masks (including
the face skin, eyes, nose, lips, and mouth), and Mocc denotes the occlusion mask.

Then we trained our first face extraction model on using Mface and the images of
CelebA-HQ (data augmentation method and model structure in the later sections).
We selected hard samples from the FFHQ [14] with this model and added the labeled
occlusions to our dataset. As neither CelebA-HQ nor FFHQ contains scarf and mask
type occlusions, we collected those occlusions by Google to supplement our dataset.

All annotations were done with an Apple Pencil in the Magic Eraser 1, and we
ended up with a collection of over 3000 occlusions.

3.2 Data Augmentation

We apply three data augmentation techniques: 1) spatial and color transformation
of the face images, 2) randomly superimposing occlusions onto the face images, 3)
randomly changing the texture of the occlusions (for masks and scarfs). Although
some of the synthesized images are not realistic enough, experiments demonstrate
that the improvement brought by our method is significant. Moreover, instead of
synthesizing fixed face images, as many existing methods do [28,23,25], we perform
data augmentation on the fly as training goes, bringing more data diversity.

3.3 Baseline Model

Our baseline model uses ResNet-18 [9] as the backbone and follows the U-Net [26]
structure. With the augmented data as input, the model predicts a single channel
1 https://apps.apple.com/us/app/magic-eraser-background-editor/id989920057
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probability map representing the face mask. We employ the binary cross-entropy
loss combined with “online hard example mining" (OHEM) [29] to guide the training.
All the above settings are the most commonly used, without bells and whistles.

4 Experiments

Method IOU Global recall FPS
Struct. Forest [11] – 83.9 – 88.6
RPP [32] 72.4 – – 0.03
SAPM [5] 83.5 88.6 87.1 –
Liu et al. [21] 72.9 79.8 89.9 0.29
Saito et al. [28] 83.9 88.7 92.7 43.2
Nirkin et al. [23] 83.7 88.8 94.1 48.6
Masi et al. [22] 87.0 91.3 92.4 300
Ours 93.7 98.0 98.3 257

Table 2. COFW segmentation results.

We train our model for 30 epochs with
a batch size of 16, which takes about 2
hours on two Nvidia GTX-1080 GPUs.
The learning rate is initialized to 1e−4

and dropped to 1e−5 after the 20th
epoch. The model is optimized using
Adam optimizer with a weight decay of
0 and betas of (0.9, 0.999). We evaluate
the model on 507 images of the COFW
test set following the practice of previous

works. Since none of the previous works published their annotations for this dataset,
we manually re-labeled its test set.

Table 2 reports our quantitative results compared to others (data taken from
the papers of Nirkin et al. and Masi et al.), where IOU refers to the intersection
over union of the predicted mask and the ground truth, Global for the prediction
accuracy of all pixels, recall for the percentage of correctly predicted face pixels to
ground truth face pixels, and FPS for the number of images processed per second.
Our method remarkably outperforms the others in the first three metrics and is
slightly slower than Masi et al.’s method. However, the input resolution of Masi et
al. is 128× 128, while ours is 256× 256.

Experiment results show that the main factors limiting the performance of cur-
rent face extraction models are the quality and quantity of training data. While
using the proposed face occlusion dataset for training, even the most straightforward
model can significantly outperform the state-of-the-art, strongly demonstrating the
superiority of the our dataset.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel diverse, high-quality face occlusion dataset entitled
FaceOcc, which contains all mislabeled occlusions in CelebAMask-HQ and comple-
ments some occlusions and textures from the internet. Together with the facial
attribute masks in CelebAMask-HQ, the proposed dataset yields face masks and
augmented data for training face extraction models. We validate the superiority of
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the proposed dataset by training a straightforward face extraction model far exceed-
ing the state-of-the-art.
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